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MANZAR’s interview with
Juan Manuel Palerm
Juan Manuel Palerm was a guest lecturer
at the International Conference “The city,
pedestrian life”. Journal of Manzar conducted an interview with him on the sidelines of
the conference during which he explained
about his experiences, his viewpoints, and
his professional approaches toward the
concept of landscape and the applications
of landscape in architecture projects. A
summary of the interview is as follows:
Considering that the Canary Islands –
where you have currently focused your landscape design projects – hosts a variety of
cultures, what do you do to satisfy the expectations of people in terms of technical architecture work?
The Canary Islands overall comprise a small
sample of planet Earth and the diversity of cultures there is the interesting point about the Is74V%'%@%4%%7$%'4%5*'%44=%7
culture and not a scattered mixture of cultures.
In other words, culture is seen through the lens
of unity even though the elements that com/'4%*'%7HH%'%*$%'*+%5*'%4*+%
Canary Islands develop shoulder to shoulder
with each other. In fact, the case of the Canary
Islands is a good example of the co-existence
6H 7$%'4% 5*'%4 ' 4*7%4 '%4*%7  
solution on how to preserve the unity among
different cultures. In designing the landscape
for the Islands, we tried to focus on the commonalities and not the differences. Another
approach that we took – and was the subject
of one of our biennials on the Canary Islands –
was analyzing personal interventions of artists
and architects in designing landscapes for the
Islands and encouraging them to do teamwork
over designing the landscapes.
Given your urban projects, do you see
yourself as mostly tasked with improving landscapes in cities?
As far as cities have a natural structure embedded inside them which have become hidden through time or in cases even damaged,
the priority is to improve the existing structures instead of including new landscapes. I
consider the existing landscape or the hidden
landscape in any urban and architecture intervention. After exposing the existing landscape,
%**?6@*+'6<+*+%';4/5%445+
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way to be in harmony with the natural textures.
You know that different sciences have
already become specialized and new areas
have emerged insider the discipline of landscape designing like designing urban landscapes and designing post-industrial landscapes. But you believe that the discipline of
landscape design cannot be specialized. What
can you tell us on that?
The discipline of landscape design comprises a form of communication with the environment and the spaces in which modern life
is built. To me, there is no difference between
an urban and an industrial project. What is
important is to consider human values in projects and design the spaces in a way to satisfy
the expectations of the society. It is also important to remain committed to the site and bring
into attention the comprising elements of the
landscape – even the smallest ones – when
designing the landscape. I attach equal im/6'*5%*6*+%7%*=5*6*+%*%'/'%**6
or parameters of landscape and their application in all landscapes. Therefore, I see no difference between a landscape in the city and
another in nature.
Is it possible to devise an approach for
designing a mine landscape similar with an agricultural project in a way that it would envisage the
simultaneous digging and re-using of the soil?
What is important in agricultural projects is
merely the biological and environmental communication. However, when speaking about
designing landscape, we are talking about a
very complicated system. Here, the focus is
on thinking about a strict coordination inside
the system and not merely the digging of the
ground and re-using the soil. A system is not
only about communication between two stages. To the same degree, landscape is a naturebased system which is related to the territory,
thought and culture of a particular nation. A
system is necessary to understand landscape
as a mechanism that can be interpreted and
in which the existence of communication is as
important as the lack of communication.
Special Thanks
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